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Abstract: This study analyzed the lateral overturning and backward rollover characteristics of a multi-
purpose agricultural machine recently developed in South Korea. Free body diagrams for theoretical
analysis and a three-dimensional model for dynamic simulation were created by reflecting the actual
dimensions and material properties of the multi-purpose agricultural machine. The simulation model
was verified using the minimum turning radius and angle of static falling down sidelong derived
through the certified performance test. The lateral overturning and backward rollover characteristics
of the multi-purpose agricultural machine were analyzed using a verified simulation model and
theoretical equations derived through literature review. In the lateral overturning analysis, the critical
traveling speed at which lateral overturning occurs was derived according to the inner steering angle
of the front wheels under steady-state turning conditions. In the backward rollover analysis, the
critical angular velocity and theoretical traveling speed of the main body at which backward rollover
occurs were derived according to lifting angle of the front wheels. There was no significant difference
between the theoretical analysis and simulation results at 5% significance level, and we derived the
appropriate traveling speed conditions of the multi-purpose agricultural machine that do not cause
lateral overturning and backward rollover.

Keywords: backward rollover; lateral overturning; multi-purpose agricultural machine

1. Introduction

Agricultural tractors are subjected to overturning accidents, mainly owing to improper
operating conditions and the position of the center of gravity [1]. In Japan, 101 agricultural
accidents occurred in relation to tractors in 2015, and 71% of those of accidents were found
to be lateral overturning and backward rollover [2]. In South Korea, 157 accidents occurred
owing to the lateral overturning of tractors out of a total of 211 agricultural accidents in
2017, representing 74.4% [3]. Worldwide, the lateral overturning and backward rollover
accidents of large agricultural machines, such as tractors, accounted for more than 50% of
the total tractor-related accidents that involved deaths [4].

Many studies have been conducted on lateral overturning and backward rollover,
which are important risk factors for large agricultural machines such as tractors. Lateral
overturning occurs when an agricultural machine makes a sharp turn at high speed or
when its rear wheel on the higher side of a slope is lifted by an obstacle during traveling
in the direction of a contour line on the slope [5]. Kim and Rekugler (1987) mentioned
that the initial overturning motion occurs when a large agricultural machine collides with
an obstacle and its rear wheel is lifted from the ground, and the second tipping motion,
which causes lateral overturning, occurs when the rotational angle of the machine due to
the first overturning motion reaches a certain level [6]. Iman (2011) performed a simulation
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for lateral overturning according to the traveling speed and tire friction coefficient of a
tractor on a slope and confirmed that safety against lateral overturning increases as the
inclination angle of the slope and traveling speed decrease [7]. Baker (2013) confirmed that
the position of the center of gravity of the main body has a significant influence on lateral
overturning for a four-wheel drive tractor traveling on a slope [8]. Li et al. (2013) analyzed
the likelihood of lateral overturning according to the inclination angle of a slope through a
mathematical model when a tractor with a loader traveled on the slope [9]. The studies
related to lateral overturning so far have mainly analyzed the overturning characteristics
for the machines on slopes. Research on lateral overturning under steady-state turning
conditions is also important because many agricultural work activities are performed with
a lot of turning. Mitchell et al. (1972) measured the angular velocity of the main body of a
tractor when backward rollover occurred and developed a backward rollover prevention
system through a clutch control [10]. Smith (2005) analyzed tractor accident cases and
confirmed that it is impossible for a driver to respond the backward rollover accident
because the time to reach the critical point of no return, at which a tractor is subjected to
backward rollover, is approximately 0.75 s [11]. Shim et al. (2018) analyzed the backward
rollover safety of a tractor with a ridge making machine under the traveling and stationary
conditions. They proposed a method for increasing the backward rollover safety of a tractor
by lowering the position of the center of gravity [12]. Because lateral overturning and
backward rollover represent a high percentage of the accidents of agricultural machines,
they must be analyzed when a new machine is developed.

A multi-purpose agricultural machine recently developed in South Korea can tow,
mount, and install various working implements, such as the forwarder, plow, rotavator,
fertilizer applicator, and harvester, on a single body. Furthermore, it can load, unload,
and transport harvested crops with a large-capacity cargo box. It has high versatility and
economic efficiency because it can perform various agricultural tasks with one machine.
However, it has a large-sized complex structure that is vulnerable to lateral overturning
and backward rollover. Therefore, the safety against lateral overturning and backward
rollover should be secured during agricultural works.

In this study, the lateral overturning and backward rollover characteristics for the
developed multi-purpose agricultural machine was analyzed. In the case of lateral over-
turning, the characteristics in the steady-state turning were investigated. Theoretical
analysis through literature review as well as dynamic simulation analysis through a three-
dimensional (3D) model were conducted simultaneously. Based on both analyses, we
derived the traveling speed of the multi-purpose agricultural machine that dod not cause
lateral overturning and backward rollover.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Multi-Purpose Agricultural Machine Used

Figure 1 shows the developed multi-purpose agricultural machine. The machine has
a rated engine power of 95.6 kW, six main gears, two sub-gears, and a maximum traveling
speed of 48.81 km/h. The angle of static falling down sidelong and the minimum turning
radius derived through the certified performance test were 45.3◦ and 3.06 m, respectively.
Table 1 shows the main specifications of the machine.

2.2. Theoretical Analysis from Literature Review

The lateral overturning and backward rollover characteristics of the multi-purpose
agricultural machine were theoretically analyzed through literature review. For the simplic-
ity of the analysis, it was assumed that the machine was composed of a main body and rear
wheels that perform relative motions with each other. All components except for the front
and rear wheels were assumed to be rigid bodies. Moreover, the ground was assumed to
be very hard compared to wheels, and the ground reaction force generated by the front and
rear wheels was assumed to act at a point on the ground plane. The air resistance that may
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occur during traveling was neglected. The position of the center of gravity was derived
from the 3D model of the multi-purpose agricultural machine.
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Figure 1. View of the multi-purpose agricultural machine used.

Table 1. Specifications of a multi-purpose agricultural machine.

Item Specification

Model/company/nation RT135/DaeHo/Korea
Weight (N) 46,300
Length × width × height (mm) 7000 × 2345 × 2810
Minimum ground clearance (mm) 374
Engine Rated power (kW)/speed (rpm) 95.6/2250

Traveling speed Minimum (km/h) 1.86
Maximum (km/h) 48.81

2.2.1. Lateral Overturning under Steady-State Turning Conditions

For the lateral overturning analysis, each component of the multi-purpose agricultural
machine was expressed in a free body diagram, as shown in Figure 2 [13].
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When a multi-purpose agricultural machine with total weight of Wt turns along a
circle with a radius of R at a traveling speed of u under steady-state conditions, the lateral
force acting on the wheels generates the moment of force at the center of gravity of the
tractor. This moment acts in a direction that lifts the inner front and rear wheels. At
the moment when these wheels are lifted, the lateral overturning of the multi-purpose
agricultural machine occurs based on the axis of lateral overturning obtained by connecting
the contact points of the outer front and rear wheels with the ground. The force acting
on the center of gravity of the multi-purpose agricultural machine during turning under
steady-state conditions can be determined through Equation (1) [14]:

F =
Wtu2

gR
(1)

where:

F = Force acting on the center of gravity for the main body of the multi-purpose agricul-
tural machine, N;
Wt = Total weight of the multi-purpose agricultural machine, N;
u = Traveling speed of the multi-purpose agricultural machine, m/s;
g = Gravitational acceleration, m/s2;
R = Turning radius, m.

γ is the angle between the direction of force acting on the center of gravity of the multi-
purpose agricultural machine and the normal direction to the axis of lateral overturning
which can be determined through Equation (2) [13]:

γ = tan−1
(y1

L

)
(2)

where:

γ = Angle between the directions of F and normal to the axis of lateral overturning, in
degrees;
y1 = Horizontal distance between the front and rear wheels, in meters;
L = Wheelbase, in meters.

The traveling speed that causes lateral overturning by lifting the inner front and
rear wheels is defined as the critical traveling speed. The critical traveling speed can be
determined using Equation (3) [13]:

us =

√
gAR

zcosγ
(3)

where:

us = Critical traveling speed at which the lateral overturning occurs, in m/s;
A = Normal distance between the axis of lateral overturning and center of gravity,
in meters;
z = Height of the center of gravity from the ground, in meters. Table 2 shows the parameter
values of the multi-purpose agricultural machine related to the lateral overturning equations.

2.2.2. Backward Rollover

For the backward rollover analysis, each component of the multi-purpose agricultural
machine was expressed in a free body diagram, as shown in Figure 3. In the figure, the
dotted lines represent the state in which the machine is lifted backwards as it rotates by
θ with respect to the Y-axis based on the center of gravity of the main body [13]. For the
rotation direction, the counterclockwise direction was set as a positive direction. Therefore,
when the moment is calculated based on the rear wheel center, the positive moment
increases backward rollover, and the negative moment acts to inhibit backward rollover.
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Table 2. Parameters for the theoretical lateral overturning analysis.

Parameters Value

Wt (N) 46,256
g (m/s2) 9.81

y1 (m) 0.12
L (m) 2.54
A (m) 1.15
z (m) 0.86
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The moment generated at the rear wheel center by the self-weight of the main body of
the multi-purpose agricultural machine is determined by the self-weight and moment arm
Md of the main body. As the self-weight acts vertically downward, this moment will always
be negative. Therefore, the self-weight of the main body acts in the direction to inhibit
backward rollover. In this instance, Md is defined as the horizontal distance between the
rear wheel center and the center of gravity of the main body, and it is determined through
Equation (4) [13]:

Md = h2 cos(θ+ β+ δ) (4)

where:

Md = Moment arm of self-weight of main body, in meters;
h2 = Distance between the rear wheel center and the center of the gravity of the main body,
in meters;
θ = Rotating angle of the main body with respect to the Y-axis, in degrees;
β = Inclination angle of slope, in degrees;
δ = Angle between h2 and X axis at the non-rotated position, in degrees.

If θ, β, and δ increase, Md decreases, thereby reducing the backward rollover safety of
the multi-purpose agricultural machine. If the sum of θ, β, and δ reaches 90◦, backward
rollover may occur because the rear wheel center and the center of gravity of the main
body are aligned in a vertical direction. Under dynamic conditions, the main body may
rotate until the sum of θ, β, and δ reaches 90◦ owing to the rotational force caused by the
positive moment; thus, causing backward rollover. The angular velocity of the main body
that allows the sum of θ, β, and δ to reach 90◦ for a certain rotating angle, θ, is defined as
the critical angular velocity. When the angular velocity of the main body reaches the critical
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angular velocity
.
θc , the kinetic energy by rotation causes backward rollover. Therefore,

the backward rollover characteristics of the multi-purpose agricultural machine can be
determined through

.
θc, as shown in Equation (5) [13]:

.
θc =

√
2gWch2[1 − sin(θ + β + δ)]

gIyyc + Wch22 (5)

where:
.
θc = Critical angular velocity of the main body, in rad/s;
Wc = Weight of main body, in N;
Iyyc = Mass moment inertia of the main body with regarding to Y axis, in kg·m2.

Table 3 shows the parameter values of the multi-purpose agricultural machine related
to backward rollover.

Table 3. Parameters for theoretical backward rollover analysis.

Parameters Value

h2 (m) 0.96
δ (◦) 7

Wc (N) 43,737.77
Iyyc (kg·m2) 4301.8

2.3. Dynamic Simulation

The lateral overturning and backward rollover characteristics of the multi-purpose
agricultural machine were also analyzed using a multi-body dynamics software (Recurdyn
V8R5, FunctionBay, Seongnam-si, Korea). This software has been widely used for vehicle
dynamics and driving simulation analysis [15].

2.3.1. 3D Modelling

A 3D model composed of the main body, front wheels, and rear wheels was created
by reflecting the production drawings and measured dimensions of the multi-purpose
agricultural machine (Figure 4).
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2.3.2. Material Properties

To obtain accurate results in the dynamics simulation, the material properties and
simulation parameters of each component of the multi-purpose agricultural machine must
be entered accurately. The material properties in the simulation were entered considering
the actual properties of the multi-purpose agricultural machine. The main body, power
transmission system, and axles are made of alloy steel (STL1250), whereas the exterior
frame and wheel rims are made of stainless steel (STS304). In addition, the wheel tires
are made of synthetic rubber. The material properties of each component of the machine
required for simulation, such as Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus, and density, were obtained
through literature review for the actual materials. The ground was assumed to be very
hard compared to the wheels. The coefficients of dynamic friction and static friction
between the wheels and the ground as well as the stiffness of the wheels were also derived
through literature review. Table 4 shows the derived material properties and simulation
parameters [16–20]. The gravitational acceleration was set to act vertically downward at a
magnitude of 9.81 m/s2.

Table 4. Material properties for the simulation.

Items Value

Alloy steel
(main body frame, power

transmission system, axles)

Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Shear modulus (Gpa) 0.3

Density (kg/m3) 1900

Stainless steel
(wheel rim, exterior frame)

Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Shear modulus (Gpa) 79.3

Density (kg/m3) 7930

Synthetic rubber
(wheel tires)

Poisson’s ratio 0.46
Shear modulus (Gpa) 0.4

Density (kg/m3) 950

Interaction between wheels
and ground

Stiffness (N/mm) 408
Damping coefficient 2.8

Coefficient of static friction 1.55
Coefficient of dynamic friction 0.8

2.3.3. Verification of Simulation Model

The minimum turning radius and angle of static falling down sidelong of the multi-purpose
agricultural machine were derived using the created simulation model (Figures 5 and 6). The
minimum turning radius refers to the radius of the circle drawn by the center of the outer
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front wheel when the machine makes a turn at the lowest speed while the inner steering
angle is set to its maximum. In addition, the angle of static falling down sidelong refers
to the inclination angle of the ground at which the machine placed on it begins to roll off
sideways. The simulation results showed that the minimum turning radius was 3.02 m
when the inner steering angle of the machine was set to its maximum value of 100◦ and the
machine traveled at the lowest speed of 1.86 km/h. In addition, the angle of static falling
down sidelong was found to be 47.2◦.
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The minimum turning radius and angle of static falling down sidelong of the multi-
purpose agricultural machine derived through simulation were compared with the mea-
sured values in the certified performance test (Table 5). The errors of the simulation results
compared to the measured values were found to be 1.31% for the minimum turning radius
and 4.19% for the angle of static falling down sidelong. Because the errors were less than
5%, the created simulation model can be regarded to be valid [21].
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Table 5. Comparative analysis between the results of the measurement and the results of the
simulation.

Classifications Minimum Turning Radius
(mm)

Angle of Static Falling
Down Sidelong (◦)

Simulation 3.02 47.2
Measurement 3.06 45.3

Error (%) 1.31 4.19

2.4. Analysis Conditions

The conditions for analyzing the lateral overturning and backward rollover character-
istics of the multi-purpose agricultural machine are as follows.

2.4.1. Lateral Overturning under Steady-State Turning Conditions

When the multi-purpose agricultural machine traveled under steady-state conditions,
the critical traveling speed at which the lateral overturning occurred was obtained accord-
ing to the inner steering angle. The critical traveling speed was derived theoretically and
by dynamic simulation while the inner steering angle was increased from 5◦ to a maximum
value of 100◦ by intervals of 5◦ (Figure 7).
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2.4.2. Backward Rollover

When the front wheels of the multi-purpose agricultural machine were lifted at
a certain angle, the critical angular velocity according to the front wheel lift angle was
theoretically derived by dynamic simulation (Figure 8). The front wheel lift angle represents
the sum of θ and β in Figure 3. The front wheel lift angle was set to eight levels (1◦, 5◦, 10◦,
20◦, 30◦, 40◦, 50◦, and 60◦), considering the actual work environment.
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In addition, the theoretical traveling speed at which the backward rollover occurs was
derived according to the front wheel lift angle. The rotation speed of the rear wheels at
which backward rollover occurs was derived through simulation, and it was converted
into the theoretical traveling speed by multiplying it by the rolling radius of the wheel. In
the simulation, the rotation speed of rear wheels was set to reach the target value in 0.01 s.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Lateral Overturning Characteristics under Steady-State Turning Conditions

Figure 9 shows the theoretical analysis and dynamic simulation results for the lateral
overturning of the multi-purpose agricultural machine. The ANOVA results showed that
there was no significant difference between the theoretical and simulation results at the 5%
significance level (Table 6). The simulation conditions were set to be same with the actual
operating conditions, and maybe this consistency made both results very similar.
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Table 6. Results of ANOVA between the theoretical and simulation analysis in the lateral overturning
analysis.

Source Sum of Squares Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square p-Value

Model 7.770 1 3.885 0.947
Error 4091.942 57 71.788

Corrected total 4099.713 59

In the theoretical analysis, lateral overturning occurred at a traveling speed of 50.55 km/h
when the inner steering angle of the multi-purpose agricultural machine was 5◦, which was
the minimum value. When the inner steering angle was 100◦, which was the maximum
value, lateral overturning occurred at a traveling speed of 15.7 km/h. In the simulation,
lateral overturning occurred at a traveling speed of 49 km/h when the inner steering
angle of the machine was 5◦. When the inner steering angle was 100◦, lateral overturning
occurred at a traveling speed of 15 km/h. In both the analyses, the critical traveling speed
showed a tendency to decrease as the inner steering angle increased. Simply, the risk of
lateral overturning increases as the steering angle increases.

Because the maximum traveling speed of the multi-purpose agricultural machine is
48.8 km/h, lateral overturning does not occur for all speeds when the steering angle is 5◦.
In addition, when the traveling speed is less than 15 km/h, lateral overturning does not
occur for all steering angles. Agricultural tasks using working implements, such as a plow,
rotavator, seeding machine, transplanter, sprayer, and harvester, are usually performed
at a traveling speed of less than 12.3 km/h [22–27]. When the multi-purpose agricultural
machine operated with such working implements, the critical traveling speed is expected
to decrease because the position of the center of gravity becomes higher. However, as the
traveling speed is also reduced accordingly, the machine is expected to be safe against
lateral overturning. Further research is required on the critical traveling speed when the
multi-purpose agricultural machine travels with various working implements on a slope.

3.2. Backward Rollover Characteristics

Figure 10 shows the theoretical analysis and dynamic simulation results for the back-
ward rollover of the multi-purpose agricultural machine. It was found that there was no
significant difference between the theoretical and simulation results at the 5% significance
level (Table 7).
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Table 7. Results of ANOVA between the theoretical and simulation analysis in the backward rollover.

Source Sum of Squares Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square p-Value

Model 0.007 1 0.003 0.993
Error 16.895 36 0.469

Corrected total 16.908 38

In the theoretical analysis, the critical angular velocities at which backward rollover
occurs were found to be 3 and 0.9 rad/s when the front wheel lift angles were 1◦ and 60◦,
respectively. In the simulation, the critical angular velocities were found to be 3.09 rad/s
and 0.98 rad/s when the front wheel lift angles were 1◦ and 60◦, respectively. In both the
analyses, the critical angular velocity showed a tendency to decrease as the front wheel
lift angle increased. Simply, the risk of backward rollover increases as the front wheel lift
angle increases.

Figure 11 shows the theoretical traveling speed at which the backward rollover occurs
according to the front wheel lift angle. When the front wheel lift angles were 1◦, 30◦, and
60◦, the theoretical traveling speeds at which backward rollover occurs were found to be
39, 15, and 5 km/h. Considering the work environment of the multi-purpose agricultural
machine, the front wheels can be lifted by ridges, uneven ground, and obstacles. Therefore,
it appears that an environment in which the front wheel lift angle does not exceed 30◦

is required to prevent backward rollover under the condition of 12.3 km/h, which is the
typical traveling speed of the multi-purpose agricultural machine for agricultural tasks.
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When the machine travels with working implements, the critical angular velocity and
theoretical traveling speed at which backward rollover occurs are expected to vary owing
to the increase in the mass moment of inertia and weight. Further research is required on
the backward rollover characteristics when the multi-purpose agricultural machine travels
with various working implements on a slope.

4. Conclusions

In this study, theoretical analysis and dynamic simulation were conducted to analyze
the characteristics of lateral overturning under steady-state turning conditions and back-
ward rollover for a multi-purpose agricultural machine recently developed in South Korea.

For theoretical analysis, free body diagrams were prepared considering the actual
dimension of each component of the multi-purpose agricultural machine. In addition,
theoretical equations to analyze lateral overturning and backward rollover were derived
through literature review. For dynamic simulation analysis, a simulation model was created
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based on the actual dimensions and material properties of the multi-purpose agricultural
machine. The simulation model was verified by comparing the certified performance test.

The lateral overturning characteristics of the multi-purpose agricultural machine was
analyzed using theoretical equations and a simulation model. The critical traveling speed
at which lateral overturning occurs was derived while varying the inner steering angle to a
maximum value of 100◦. In both the theoretical and simulation analysis results for lateral
overturning, the critical traveling speed decreased, and thus, lateral overturning safety
decreased as the steering angle increased. In addition, it was confirmed that the lateral
overturning does not occur for all steering angles when the multi-purpose agricultural
machine travels at a speed of less than 15 km/h. Considering that typical agricultural tasks,
which are usually performed at a traveling speed of less than 12.3 km/h, it appears that
lateral overturning safety will be secured if such tasks are performed using a multi-purpose
agricultural machine.

In the backward rollover analysis, the critical angular velocity of the main body at
which backward rollover occurs was derived while varying the front wheel lift angle of
the multi-purpose agricultural machine to a maximum of 60◦. In addition, the theoretical
traveling speed at which backward rollover occurs was derived. In both theoretical and
dynamic simulation results, the critical angular velocity of the main body showed a
tendency to decrease; thus, backward rollover safety decreased as the front wheel lift angle
increased. The theoretical traveling speeds was found to be 15 km/h when the front wheel
lift angle of the multi-purpose agricultural machine was 30◦. Therefore, it appears that
an environment in which the front wheel lift angle does not exceed 30◦ is required to
prevent backward rollover when the multi-purpose agricultural machine is used for typical
agricultural tasks.

In the future, various working implements will be attached to the multi-purpose
agricultural machine and driving simulation will be performed on a slope with obstacles
for the analysis of lateral overturning and backward rollover characteristics in more realistic
agricultural environments.
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